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Aims of this presentation

Examining possible lexical sorts for semantics analysis in
compositional models. Highly prospective work relying on
established frameworks.

• Issues of Typing and Lexical Sorts

• Some Frameworks for Lexical Semantics and Current
Applications

• The Classifier Systems and Related Hypotheses



A – Issues of Typing and Lexical
Sorts



A.1. Montague Grammar

Syntax-driven composition of semantics

• Syntax (surface phenogrammatics), Semantics (logi-
cal meaning)
• Deep structure (tectogrammatics) representations
• Analysis of Syntax→ templates for Composition of Se-

mantics

Two logics for the analysis

• Meaning representation: logical formulae (e.g., first-
order predicate logic)
• Meaning assembly / “Glue”: proofs of the formulae (in-

tuitionist propositional logic, λ-calculus)



Types in Montague

• e: single sort of entities
• t: truth-valued formulae
• Possibly indices, events. . .

Syntax and Semantics Analysers

• Boxer (Johan Bos), Grail (Richard Moot). . .
• Statistically acquired lexicon and grammar
• Based on categorial grammars
• Relying on Montague Grammar

(Syntactic type)∗ = Semantic type
S∗ = t a sentence is a proposition
np∗ = e a noun phrase is an entity
n∗ = e → t a noun is a subset of the set of

entities
(A\B)∗ = (B/A)∗ = A→ B extends easily to all syntac-

tic categories of a Categorial
Grammar e.g. a Lambek CG



A.2. Restriction of Selection and Polysemy

Selection

• Predicates (syntactically) select arguments
• The lexical field of those arguments is restricted
• Other arguments can be forced to behave as expected

Differences in acceptability

• The dog barked.
• The chair barked.
• The drill sergeant barked.
• The hawker barked.



Contrastive ambiguity

• Different lexemes, homophonic / homographic
• Bank, Bar, Pen. . .

Relational polysemy

• A single word, different uses and related meanings
• The bank killed my account.
• The school is on strike.



A.3. Semantic Types, Lexical Sorts

Refining the type system

• Replacing e with e1, e2, ... en

• Predicates are adapted for their selection restrictions
• This allows to handle contrastive cases easily
• Polysemy is another issue

Lexical Sorts

• Sorts are base types replacing e in the system
• High-level, lexical-based
• Many possibilities that amount to some taxonomy
• Individual nouns with an actuality (rather than predi-

cates and derivatives such as deverbals)



Many-sorted frameworks

• Several formulations
• Different advanced type-theoretical logics (categorical,

second-order, records. . . )
• Provide a model for differentiated sorts (selection re-

striction), multiple argument types (polysemy) and type-
shifting (creative use)
• See : Asher, Cooper, Luo, Nunberg, Pustejovsky. . .



B – A Framework for Generative
Lexical Semantics



B.1. Our Proposal – Basics

Logic and Calculus

• Based on TYn and System-F : ΛTYn

• Lambda-Calculus with Second Order Types and n Sorts
• Can be extended on different frameworks

Elements

• Basic type t, plus n sorts e1 ... en

• Functional composition, usual application and abstrac-
tion
• Abstraction and application over types and type vari-

ables



Lexical entries

• A single main λ-type (ei for most nouns, (ei → t) for
single-argument predicates, etc.)
• Any number of optional λ-terms called transformations

that provide type modifications ei → ej

Principles

• The lexicon associates each word with a primary sense
(salient or arbitrary)
• Alternate meanings can be reached by transformations
• Both the argument and the predicate can contribute

transformations
• Constraints on transformation use block problematic

situations



B.2. Our Proposal – Toy Example

Named towns are examples of highly polysemous words that
can be referred to for their location, population, and many other
aspects.

• Types : T (town), Pl (place), P (people)

• Usual predications:

1. Birmingham is a huge place
2. Birmingham voted labour
3. 1 & 2

Lexical item Main λ-term Modifiers
Birmingham birminghamT IdT : T → T

t2 : T → P
t3 : T → Pl

is a huge place huge place : Pl → t
voted voted : P → t



1. Type mismatch in huge placePl→t(BirminghamT )), resolved
using t3:

huge placePl→t(tT→Pl
3 BirminghamT ))

2. The same, using t2

3. We use a polymorphic conjunction operator, &Π.

Λξλxξ λf ξ→αλg ξ→β(and(t→t)→t (huge place (f x))(voted (g x)))

After application, we have:

(and (huge placePl→t (tT→Pl
3 BirminghamT ))

(votedPl→t (tT→P
2 BirminghamT )))



B.3. The Differences between our Proposal and
Related Formulations

Ontological Types

• Most other approaches
• Asher, Bekki, Luo (first publications), Pustejovski. . .
• Ontology (concept) provides types
• Types provide all adaptations (co-compositions, shifts,

accommodations. . . )

Lexical Sorts

• Basis for our approach
• Types provide a mechanism for recognising clashes
• Transformations come from the lexicon
• Idiosyncrasies in languages and dialects are possible
• Closer to the linguistic data



Our approach

• Based on the latter
• General type-based transformations are still used
• The lexicon can overload type transformations
• (Simply for reasons of scale and practicality)

Other possibilities

• Nunberg & Sag, transfers of meaning
• Cooper: type records
• Luo (latest publications): words as types



B.4. Example on a Restricted Domain

Project Itipy

• Project by Région Aquitaine & UPPA
• Reconstruction of itineraries from a corpus of travel

stories
• Restricted domain:

– Region: Pyrenean mountains
– Date : mainly XIX century
– Type : travel logs and stories

Preparations

• Wide-coverage grammar with a (single-sort) semantic
lexicon
• Implementation in Grail with λ-DRSs



Augmented Lexical Semantics

• Used for spatial data
• Base sorts: Paths and Regions
• Regions are divided according to a small taxonomy
• Transformation: fictive motion

Some phrases

• . . . this road which climbs incessantly for two miles
• . . . where the roads to Lux and to Pau branch off. The

one to Lux enters a gorge which leads you to the bot-
tom of a precipice and traverses the Gave de Pau



B.5. Issues of Granularity

• How should we build a (comprehensive) type system ?

• What would the sorts be ?

• How big shall we make it ?

Many different approaches:

1. Do not. (Keep e from Montague, not acceptable.)

2. Assume it exists. (Actually, most publications.)

3. Keep it restricted to a specific domain. (It works.)

4. Choose a dozen sorts or two. (animated, physical, ab-
stract, edible. . . )

5. Every noun is a sort. (Luo.)

6. Every single-free-variable-formula can be a sort. (Difficult.)



C – The Classifier Systems and
Related Hypotheses



C.1. Existing Classifications in Language

Semantic universals

• Studies to identify common ground to all languages
• Controversial and disputed
• Yields a very short list of meta-linguistic classes

Grammatical attributes

• Gender, number. . . well identified and not adapted
• Noun classes

Other possible classifications

• Dictionary classes
• Word ontologies



C.2. The Case of the Classifier Systems

Classifier systems

• Classifiers : pronouns used for counting (numeral aux-
iliaries)
• Used for quantification (counting individuals, measur-

ing mass nouns)
• Not used for other purposes in the language

Languages with classifiers

• Many East-Asian languages including CJK
• Some Amerindian and West African languages
• All Sign languages
• Traces in other languages including English



The interest of such systems

• Classes of nouns linguistically and ontologically moti-
vated
• Interesting granularity (200–400 depending on the lan-

guage)
• Polysemic (a single noun can have multiple classifiers)
• Idiosyncratic differences, but many common features



C.3. Classifiers in the French Sign Language

Use

• Pronouns referring to a class of similarly-shaped nouns
• Used as counters and for describing properties: size,

position, movement. . .

Examples

Hand shape Classifier of ...
horizontal M hand shape flat object, car, bus, train (not bike)

vertical M hand shape bike, horse, fish,
Y handshape plane
C handshape small round or cylindrical object
forefinger up person

fist head of a person
4 hand shape a line of people

three crouched fingers small animal



Polysemy

• Different classifiers for different facets
• People as individuals / group members
• Cars as containers / moving vehicles. . .



C.4. Classifiers in Japanese

Use

• Syntactic categories needed to express numbers
• Never used in isolation
• Hierarchy: generic, common, specialised
• Individual words can sometimes be used

Specifics

• Some straightforward classes (small objects)
• Some metaphorical uses (long)
• Contextual variations (generic for people / specifically

deferent)
• Humour, self-deprecation, insults (animals / people). . .





C.5. Can Classifiers be Base Types ?

A case for classifier systems

• Classifiers are linguistic objects
• Classifiers systems have evolved with the language
• Reflect cultural and linguistic differences
• A solid common set of features
• Each system provides a wide-coverage ontology
• Desirable polysemous properties

Building a system of sorts

• Proposing a classifier-like system for languages with-
out one



C.6. Conclusion

We have a model for lexical semantics

• Discussed for some time
• Many theoretical publications
• An implementation and partial results

We need a (more) complete lexicon, either

• Statistically acquired (difficult)
• Hand-coded (restricted)
• Derived from linguistic data

We think classifier systems provide interesting candidates

• . . . to be tested and examined
• Hybrid systems can be envisioned
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